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Problem Questions Structure and Standard Answers: 
 
FIXTURES:  

- First line should always be….. As this is a dispute over fixtures each case turns on its 
own facts and circumstances (Dunn v Ericsson; NAB v Blacker).  

- Then structure….. deal with each object separately. Conclude after each whether they 
are fixture, chattel or tenant fixture 

- Conclusion….. list again what are fixtures, what are not.  
TORRENS: 

1) Who is registered and when? This will give you priority arguments- registered v 
registered or registered v unregistered or unregistered v registered. Presumption under 
ss41-43RPA that registered will win against unregistered. And prior registered for 
both registered interests.  

2) Also deal with registered interests first. Then look at unregistered interests- first who 
asserts ownership, then all other unregistered interests. Look at unregistered leases 
last.  

3) Look at extent of indefeasibility who has indefeasibility  
4) Are there any exception s to indefeasibility? Apply law to support argument 
5) Then go through unregistered interests, ie priority is unregistered v unregistered. 

Determine whether it is equity v equity, legal v equity, or if it’s really equity v legal 
(where has either s43A protection or s23 lease.  

6) Conclusion 
 Do a diagram to help set out problem and establish disputes.  
 Structure through each priority dispute- use headings.  
 After each priority dispute is resolved conclude with updated CT and who now has 
indefeasibility/won the dispute.  

OLD SYSTEM TITLE= UNREGISTERED TORRENS  
Look point 5) in above section.  
LvL, LvE, EvE, EvL (EvE may actually be EvL always check this if there is a lease- ask 
what type of leas it is- therefore does s23DCA apply? Or if not a lease is it between 
settlement and registration for s43ARPA to apply- ie is the interest registrable?) Note: s43A 
only applied to unregistered Torrens.  
MORTGAGES:  
 Look for penalty clause. 
 Look at inferences of penalty clause- usually something that looks like trying to get 
prospective interest 
 Remember s93CA if no provision under mortgage to pay early. S93 says have to pay 
everything including full interest if pay early but if default then only have to pay principal 
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and what interest has accrued.  
 Priority disputes matter when have insufficient funds in a mortgagee sale (priority about 
who gets paid first). Use same rules for priorities as above. 
 
EASEMENTS: 

- Is it a valid easement? Apply Re Ellenborough Park criteria. 
 Always start with this even if the question doesn’t specifically require it. 
 If question doesn’t require it then state briefly: 
For the easement to be valid the Re Ellenborough Park criteria must be fulfilled as 
can be demonstrated in what follows. The dominant tenement is… and the servient 
tenement is… They are not held by the same person. For purposes of the issue assume 
that the easement accommodates the dominant tenement and the right is capable of 
forming the subject matter of the grant (Re Ellenborough Park).  

- Most likely issue will be about change in use of the easement: use case law, 
particularly Westfield and Jelbert v Davis.  

RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS: 
- Identify who the covenantor (burdened land, person who makes the promise not to do) 

and covenantee (benefitted land, person who accepts the promise) are.  
- Most likely question be about who can enforce against who in Torrens land 

properties, in which case need to go through the requirements on page 13.  
Note when get to Kerridge v Foley requirement that’s when see if there is a scheme 
of development according to Elliston v Reacher. After this then see if s88(1) applies 
and discuss whether a scheme of development can comply with s88(1) (write what 
stated on pg 16).  

LEASES: 
- Identify all parties, who is the lessor, lessee, assignee etc. Identify who has privity of 

estate/contract between who.  
- Is there a valid lease: does the contract bestow exclusive possession (Radaich v 

Smith)  always mention.  
- If want to sue landlord for actions of the other tenant have to prove that a leasehold 

covenant has been breached. And use cases outlined.  
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Tenure, Estate and Native Title 
 

 Real Property = land + interests in land 
 Corporeal hereditaments are tangible, eg. land 
 Incorporeal hereditaments are intangible, eg. easements or rights of way 
 ‘Hereditament’ indicates able to inherit 
 Easement = right to cross someone’s land to get to road 
 Tenure, estate and native title are interlocking- how land is owned in Australia 
 When referring to the Crown= NSW government 

Tenure 
 3 main rules of tenure: 1) it is allodial= no one owns land absolutely 2) All land is 

held of the Crown 3) No one holds land except of the Crown (ie by grant) 
 Tenure has its history in English early law with William the Conqueror. It is only 

important in so far as that England decided they had settled Australia and thus brought 
all common law notions with them. Tenure was more pure in Australia than artificial 
like in England because land was considered wasteland (no one owned it) 

 Traditional views competing with new views plays out in development of Native 
Title. Attorney General (AG) v Brown represents these two views well. Decision of 
AG v Brown represents traditional view while Mabo development of the new.  

 Attorney General v Brown – traditional view of tenure in Australia 
 Important things to get from these cases sovereignty= authority and power; 

ownership= rights to do what want. Radical title= power vested in Crown to have 
sovereignty over land ie to make law about the land without having to own it first.  

 Court found that upon settlement all land vested to the Crown 
 Doctrine of tenure – Crown retains Radical Title in all land 
 Radical Title –Concomitant sovereignty. Crown didn’t get land where Aboriginal 

already owned it (therefore ownership continued where uninterrupted- how can make 
claim for Native Title). Brennan J, Crown gets sovereignty not ownership, what is the 
interest that the Crown retains in granting land then? The interest is Radical Title= the 
final/ultimate title, a notional and conceptual interest that is not ownership. 

 Mabo decision did not overturn existing principles – found small niche for indigenous 
rights to exist 

 ‘Concomitant of sovereignty’ – linking mechanism between public law notion of 
sovereignty and private law notion of proprietary rights. Bare governmental power.  

 At heart it is no more than a legal fiction and does not have a geographic scope 
Estates 

 An estate is what the Crown grants to individuals 
 Estates are bundles of rights and powers exercisable in respect of land for a slice of 

time. Differences between types of estates depend upon the time- how long the estate 
endures/exists.  

 More than one estate can exist simultaneously in one piece of land 
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 Land is permanent – who owns land now and in the future? 
Types of Estates 

Freehold Estates Leasehold Estates 
Uncertain duration - indefinite Certain duration 
Fee simple (s); fees simple (pl) Common lease = 6 months fixed term 
In testate – die without a will (usually goes to 
closest blood relative in this case. If none 
then back to the Crown= bona vicantia) 

Term must be certain 
Inter vivos transaction – sale between living 
people  
Testamentary disposition – left to someone in 
your will  
 
Freehold Estates 

 Fee simple= can be inherited by anybody (usually any heir- no matter who) 
 ‘fee’ = inheritable 

Fee simple is the most ample estate possible – closest to ownership and is inheritable 
Language used needs to indicate fee simple, eg. To A in fee simple 
Houses and land are transferred as an estate in fee simple 
If you fail to create an estate in fee simple, by default you create a life estate 

 Fee tail is a cut down fee simple – you can specify the class of lineal descendants eg. 
eldest male son (or other relative if have no sons) 
Fee tail now abolished in Australia 
If you try to create a fee tail you will fail and create a fee simple 

 Life estate- exception to fee simple.  = not inheritable but of uncertain duration, 
estates continues until the owner dies and then transfers back to original owner 
Life estate per autre vie – grant the estate to one person for the duration of another’s 
life 
eg grant life estate to X who has all rights of that estate until X dies then returns to 
original fee simple holder.  
eg Life estate to X for duration of Y’s life.  
Life estates are not inheritable but if recipient dies first before the ‘measurement 
person’, property goes to the recipient’s heirs for the duration of the life estate 
If they have no heirs – legislation 
There is no sale/consideration but must have a document in writing to extent of 
Conveyancing Act provisions.  
Life estate gives away exclusive possession and alienability 
You can sell a life estate and mortgage or lease it, but not very marketable as only for 
the duration of the life estate 
Life estates need to say ‘To A for life’ or other words showing an intention to create a 
life estate 
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 There are 11 rights for property in estates in fees simple g. 2 most important facets 
are exclusive possession and alienability 

 Simultaneous estates- life estate and estate in fee simple 
i) Reversion- A holder of an estate in fee simple can carve out a lesser estate to grant 
this lesser estate to someone else. Eg holder of an estate in fee simple (A) grants to B 
for life. B receives life estate. A’s interest is called an estate in reversion. 
‘To B for life (reversion in the grantor- A)’ – when B dies, rights granted revert back 
to the owner 
2 estates exist simultaneously – 1) Life estate and 2) Estate in fee simple in reversion 
Life estate has possession in the present. A has an estate in fee simple in reversion has 
possession in future (when B dies) 
Owner can sell/mortgage a life estate, the only restriction is possession 
Determinable – to end (endable) 
If A dies first, after B dies the estate goes to theA’s heirs 
ii) Remainderman- X owns estate in fee simple who carves out life estate to A, 
grants the remaining interest to B. Ie X grants to A for life with the remainder to B in 
fee simple. X parting with their whole interest. B is the remainderman because the 
land remains away from X and goes to B.  
Common familial situation is to leave to someone else after the life estate finishes 

 Property is not physical – it is an inter-subjective bundle of rights (for both real and 
personal property) 

 A contract is a much more limited bundle of rights 
 Property rights go on indefinitely, contractual rights do not 

Native Title 
 After Mabo No. 2 – new interest in land = ‘Native Title’ that modifies traditional 

views of doctrine of tenure 
 Native Title – common law legal doctrine crafted by the High Court to recognise 

Indigenous relationships to country (an interest in land) 
 Native Title bears little resemblance to Indigenous relationships to country/land- it 

is a way to fit Aboriginal land rights within Western understandings of land.  
 Native Title has no particular set of rules – ‘nature and incidents of Native Title 

must be ascertained as a matter of fact’, Brennan J (according to laws and customs 
observed by the Indigenous inhabitants) 

 After a claim to Native Title – court will deliver a list of rights specific to each 
claim 

 Native Title will never include exclusive possession or alienability, although it is 
technically possible to include exclusive possession depending on the 
circumstances 

 Most Native Title claims are not litigated, they are negotiated outside of court 
 Claimants will include Indigenous elders, historians and anthropologists 
 Historians and anthropologists need to show the continuity of customs and 

traditions from settlement 
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 Yorta Yorta case – normative approach = is it the same society? (court relied on 
diary of a white settler) 

 Claimants need to get a tenure map to show grants of estates in that area of land- 
to prove that no part of the land claiming for have been previously granted, if have 
then disproves continuity. Because estate in fee simple grants exclusive 
possession as a right.  

 For each case – need to decide how much weight to give oral evidence vs. written 
evidence 

 Case before Mabo = Gove land rights case 
 GLR case facts – nomadic not sedentary, spiritual relationship to land, communal  

ownership of land and no boundaries 
 Looked for test case with facts where relationship to country was as similar as 

possible to Western idea of estate in fee simple 
 Mabo finding of fact no. 75 – included gardening/ use of produce from land and 

individual ownership and exclusive possession 
 Communal ownership – group owns the land, no identification of individuals in 

the group 
 Native Title is not property – sui generis 
 John Locke’s Labour Theory – take something from the commons and mix it with 

your labour to convert it into your own private property why Meriam’s such a 
good case test because they cultivated the land- therefore proving private property, 
why nomadic tribes have difficulty proving private property.  

 Rights limited once granted Native Title- can’t mortgage, lease etc. What can do 
is negotiate with mining corporations that if want to use the land have to build 
schools for them or something similar.  

Native Title:  
1. Communal 
2. Personal rather than proprietary- sui generis (unique to themselves) 
3. Inalienable 
4. Each case decided on specific facts what rights are to be conferred eg can 

include exclusive possession like the Meriam people because of facts 
5. Must prove physical connection to land 

 Native Title is not sourced/granted by the Crown – sourced in pre-existing customs 
and traditions 

 Fajo and Wik – Native Title cannot be revived once extinguished 
 Wik – court decided pastoral leases did not extinguish Native Title, all that matters is 

if the lease confers exclusive possession in contract 
 Radical Title is a power – Radical Title and Native Title coexist 
 Radical Title can create estates that extinguish Native Title 
 Common law native title has no problem recognising characteristics of common law 

native title insofar as they are based on traditional law and customs which are less 
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extensive than the rights held by the Crown. If they are more extensive than the 
Crown they will not be recognised because it would be inconsistent with common 
law.  

SUMMARY:  
 Native title is not a property right as it is: 

- inalienable (may only dispose of to the Crown) 
- Communal (right is vested in the whole clan) 
- No exclusive possession 

 Rules: 
- Native title and radical title can co-exist 
- Estates in fee simple extinguish native title 
- Pastoral leases may or may not extinguish native title- dependent on facts 

Two stage process:  i) Proof of Native Title: 
- Common law:  
 evidence as to customs and traditions. Must be derived from a normative (legal) system 
which connotes obligations and enforcements. 
 There must be an ongoing connection to the land that is ‘substantially uninterrupted’ 
(Yanner v Eaton) 
- s233 Native Title Act: 
(1) The expression native title or Native title Rights and Interests means The communal, 
group Or indidviual rights And interests of Aboriginal Peoples or Torres Strait Islanders In 
relation to land or waters, where: 
(a) the Rights and interests are possessed under the traditional laws acknowledged, and the 
traditional customs observed, by the Aboriginal Or Torres Strait Islanders; and 
(b) the Aboriginal Peoples or Torres Strait Islanders, By those laws and customs, have a 
connection with the land or waters; and 
(c) the rights and interests are recognised by the common law of Australia. 
ii) Extinguishment:  
- Effect of an estate in fee simple (Fejo) 
 fundamental land laws forbid simultaneous possession of property, thus fee simple 
establishes exclusive possession rendering native title null to extent of inconsistency.  
- Effect of a pastoral lease (Wik) 
 Where rights of a pastoral lease are in conflict with native title rights, rights of the lease 
will prevail over native title to extent of any inconsistency.   
Cases 

- Attorney General v Brown: 
F- Crown granted in 1840 land to Brown with reservation clause that state the Crown 
had right to access the land in order to dig and take away coal. Brown of course, 
mined coal- did he intrude on the contract making it voidable? 
Held- Coal was a corporeal hereditament of the Crown. Defendant trespassed. Crown 
possesses the property by right of sovereignty and may grant it according to doctrine 
of tenure. The Crown came to Australia (which was a wasteland) and now possesses 


